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Presentation structure

- Meeting Objective
- Quantification
- Meetings & Committees
- Reporting
- Data quality
- Training
- Supportive supervision
Meeting objective

- Standards – analysis done of C/R forms detailing variances of consumables.
- Quantification
Quantification

- 3 times a year
- Assumptions: targets, scale-up rate, sites roll out and standards
- Direct correlation with procedures
Meetings / Committees

- MC Logistics meeting
- MC Steering Committee
Reporting

- Northern & Southern Regions
- Reporting rate
- On-time reporting
- No report, no commodity, no program!
Data quality

- C/R forms
- Poor quality
- MC procedures vs MC kits used
- Data Quality Workshops
Training

- 2010
- 2011 (8 static sites)
- Future plans
Supportive supervision

- 2011
- 2012 (harmonized)
Thank you